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ABSTRACT

Conventional triage algorithms assume unlimited medical resource availability. After a nuclear detonation, medical resources are likely to be particularly limited, suggesting that conventional triage algorithms need to be rethought. To test various hypotheses related to the prioritization of victims in this setting, we developed the model of resource- and time-based triage (MORTT). This model uses information on time to death, probability of survival if treated and if untreated, and time to treat various types of traumatic injuries in an agent-based model in which the time of medical practitioners or materials can be limited. In this embodiment, MORTT focuses solely on triage for surgical procedures in the first 48 hours after a nuclear detonation. MORTT determines the impact on survival based on user-selected prioritization of victims by severity or type of injury. Using MORTT, we found that in poorly resourced settings, prioritizing victims with moderate life-threatening injuries over victims with severe life-threatening injuries saves more lives and reduces demand for intensive care, which is likely to outstrip local and national capacity. Furthermore, more lives would be saved if victims with combined injury (ie, trauma plus radiation >2 Gy) are prioritized after nonirradiated victims with similar trauma. (Disaster Med Public Health Preparedness. 2011;5:S98-S110)
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Triage is an assessment and sorting process used to prioritize casualties and is historically based upon the medical needs and likelihood of survival of the victims.1 Hospital emergency department staff engage in triage processes routinely, determining the treatment order by separating patients requiring immediate medical care from those with less-pressing emergencies.2 In a mass casualty incident—whether a multiple vehicle crash, a major hurricane, tornado, or a nuclear detonation—the sheer number of casualties can overwhelm the available medical personnel and health care resources. The focus of triage in a mass casualty incident changes from the needs of an individual victim to the goal of saving the most lives possible.1 A mass casualty incident involving a nuclear explosion has the potential to produce catastrophic structural damage and injuries. As described in other articles in this special issue of Disaster Medicine and Public Health Preparedness,4-8 people with serious trauma combined with burns or radiation injury will require complex care and will have a worse prognosis than people with injuries caused by either trauma or radiation alone. The medical needs of these victims will far outweigh the capacities of the available rescue personnel and surrounding medical facilities. Thus, efficient and effective triage will be essential.

AVAILABLE TRIAGE SCHEMES

Field-based triage systems evaluate individuals on the basis of certain physiological or anatomic criteria and then categorize them into clearly defined groups: those who require immediate lifesaving intervention, those with serious injuries whose condition will not be adversely affected by a delay in short-term treatment, people who are mildly injured, and deceased people. Some triage systems include an additional expectant category for gravely injured individuals who are highly unlikely to survive even with rigorous clinical intervention. In addition, color-coding schemes are frequently used so that the victims in each triage category can be easily discerned by other personnel.

The Simple Triage and Rapid Treatment (START) system is the most widely adopted field triage system for mass casualties used in North America.9 A pediatric version of the START protocol (JumpSTART) has been developed for use in children who are 1 to 8 years old, which addresses differences in respiratory physiology be-
Between adults and children. START and other triage systems have been used in a number of mass casualty incidents. After the collapse of the World Trade Center towers on September 11, 2001, New York City emergency medical services used the START protocol to triage patients at the scene. An alternate protocol, Triage Sieve, was used to triage the casualties of the 2005 London Underground bombing, whereas emergency medical services sorted the casualties of the 2002 Bali nightclub bombings using CareFlite.

Despite their extensive use, the application of these systems to a mass casualty incident is not necessarily backed by an evidence-based rationale. The triage protocols are based on physiological criteria that loosely indicate clinical instability. These systems are used primarily to determine which victims need to be transported to hospitals first and strives to do the most good for the largest number of casualties, but it is difficult to assess success in this respect because the algorithms offer no predictions of expected survivorship. All of these systems consider that enough medical resources are available to provide life-saving care to those who will benefit from it, regardless of how many victims require it.

In the aftermath of a nuclear detonation, victims will vastly outnumber available medical personnel and require more material resources than are available. Therefore, many of those triaged to a “delayed” category would deteriorate into the “immediate” category well before victims in the original “immediate” category were treated. Furthermore, these systems do not consider that some life-threatening injuries require vastly more time and resources to address than other life-threatening injuries. In addition, none of these systems consider that many badly injured victims (who are still breathing) have a relatively low probability of survival based on the extent of their injuries, even with immediate treatment because the “expectant” category is reserved for those with almost no chance of survival.

The Sacco triage method (STM), a mathematical model that prioritizes casualties in real-time based on the availability of limited medical resources, overcomes some of these concerns. STM is intended to maximize the expected number of survivors based upon the survival probabilities of the casualties. At the scene, emergency personnel evaluate casualties on the basis of respiratory rate, pulse rate, and motor response to generate a respiratory-pulse-motor score. Once victim severity information is entered into the model, the STM outputs a tailored triage strategy that prioritizes patients for transport to medical centers and directs casualties to particular facilities. The model is preconfigured with the capacity limitations of health care facilities in the surrounding region, and the model distributes victims among the nearby facilities based upon medical need and resource availability.

Survival estimates used to drive the triage strategy in the STM are evidence-based, although these values are not derived from mass casualty incidents and the underlying data that the model was built upon remain unpublished. Under normal circumstances, trauma victims receive significantly more prompt and more extensive medical care than would be feasible in a mass casualty situation. Moreover, the STM also fails to consider the different amounts of time that are required to treat different types of injuries. Thus, the model may predict overly optimistic outcomes. Of particular importance, STM was not designed to consider either combined injury or the distribution and quantity of victims that would be expected after a nuclear detonation. In addition, robust methods that account for differences in patient survivability exist to prioritize the use of ventilators during a pandemic influenza outbreak; however, this system is not applicable to victims of a nuclear incident.

**MORTT AS A MODEL FOR POPULATION-BASED SURGICAL TRIAGE AFTER A NUCLEAR DETONATION**

For the reasons mentioned above and because the STM model is not available to the public, we sought to develop a model to test different hospital-based triage approaches after a nuclear detonation. We call this model the model of time and resource-based triage (MORTT). The purpose of developing MORTT was to guide the use of scarce medical resources, especially the time of critical hospital-based personnel, in the first day or two after the detonation of an improvised nuclear device (IND). MORTT is not intended to be used by the medical community in the aftermath of a disaster, but rather to be used as a tool to explore the effect of various prioritization decisions prevent to support planning in an environment in which medical resources are scarce.

MORTT focuses primarily on the surgical needs of trauma victims, because life-threatening manifestations of acute radiation syndrome typically begin several days after exposure in those who received survivable doses. The focus on trauma is underpinned by the notion that the casualties of a nuclear incident should be first triaged based on conventional injuries (e.g., burns, blast injuries, other trauma) before considering potential radiation exposure. We discuss below that MORTT considers additional mortality from combined injuries and can guide the prioritization of victims who received radiation in addition to trauma. We used this mathematical model to explore various triage schemes and determine their relative practical utility in the aftermath of a nuclear detonation, as described in the Results section. There are also triage considerations for radiation alone based on survivability and resource consumption, which are considered by DiCarlo et al and in the triage tool recommendations of Coleman and colleagues.

Several limitations in MORTT exist (Table 1), some of which relate to any model, whereas others are specific to the available data and predictions that are germane to a nuclear detonation. These limitations are important to consider within the context of planning for individual health care/medical facilities and municipalities. Most important, addressing these limitations with new research will enhance the predictive value of...
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MORTT, in turn enhancing the ability of the model to guide planning efforts.

METHODS
As described above, MORTT is designed to test various hypotheses related to the prioritization of victims after a nuclear detonation and the number of lives saved by that prioritization scheme. The model must reflect the medical resources needed initially to treat/stabilize the variety of types of injuries that are likely to present in the incident and the time to treat these victims. In addition, the model must account for the consequence of those resources not being available. Simply put, the model must predict the probability of additional mortality or morbidity if those resources are withheld. To be applicable to a particular incident, the model must be supplied with victim populations that reflect reality. In this section, we first describe how the model works and then discuss the data sets that inform the model.

Structure of MORTT
MORTT is embodied as a Microsoft Excel file with a simple underlying algebraic structure. The model is agent based, in that each “agent” is a medical team that chooses and then treats victims based on the available victims in the victim pool and the triage priorities entered by the user. If several injury types are simultaneously next in priority order (eg, all of the moderate injuries regardless of mechanism or location), then the model assigns a medical team to one of those victims based on a random draw from the total victims available across those injury types. Upon assignment to a patient, the medical team is occupied for the length of time required to treat an average patient in that injury type. After the patient is treated, the medical team is assigned a new patient from the current pool of untreated patients based on the assigned priority order. While waiting for care, a portion of victims dies as determined by a death rate specific to each injury type, as in the formula:

\[
\text{Untreated victims remaining}_{T1} = \text{Untreated victims remaining}_{T0} - (\text{Untreated victims remaining}_{T0} \times \text{Death Rate} \times \text{Time})
\]

Even if treated, a victim may still die (because not all of the treatments are successful) based on the rate of mortality after treatment specific to each injury type. The model runs only for 48 hours, at which time any surviving victim (generally those with mild injuries only) is considered treated. There-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Limitations of MORTT and Consequences to the Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Limitation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No downtime between surgeries is included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical material resources are not included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources are aggregated across the region instead of allocated to particular hospitals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All patients arrive at the hospital at the same time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MORTT focuses only on surgeries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Untreated death rates are based on deaths recorded after battlefield injuries during transport to a field hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MORTT considers that victims are stabilized and transported for definitive treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of anesthesiologists and anesthetists limits the number of total surgical teams because these personnel are more limiting than surgeons or surgical nurses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined injury data are generated from animals who received non–life-threatening trauma in addition to radiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victims with non–life-threatening injuries are excluded from MORTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earthquake data were derived from areas with few collapsed high-rise buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No data exist on the benefit of treating traumatic injury on survival of victims with combined injury</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IND = improvised nuclear device; MORTT = model of time and resource-based triage.
fore, the number of surviving victims of each injury type is given as:

\[
\text{Surviving Victims}_{\text{48h}} = (\text{Untreated Victims}_{\text{48h}} + \sum \text{Treated Victims}) \times \text{Treated Survival Rate} - \sum \text{Dead Victims}
\]

Note that, as this equation shows, at the end of the model, all of the surviving untreated victims are considered treated and survive or perish at that point based on the treated survival rate. In this way, those surviving to the end of the model run are not considered to survive automatically.

This model attempts to replicate the emergency care given in hospitals in historical mass casualty incidents, in which medical teams serially treat victims instead of attempting to treat many patients at once, as is common practice in day-to-day emergency care. For example, during the response to the Rhode Island nightclub fire in 2003, one physician reported that “there were at least 30 leaders, each gathered with a small team at the bedside of the most critically ill patients. Once stabilized, each patient would be whisked away, and almost immediately another would be rolled in to take his or her place.”21

The model starts with a population of untreated patients and as time advances, the patients are moved to other groups, such as dead, treated, or palliative care. Material resources needed to treat the victim are consumed, and when all of the necessary resources of that type are consumed, no more victims who require that resource can be treated.

The user inputs the number of medical teams available in MORTT, including injury-based constant death rates, which transfer untreated patients to the dead pool. Finally, if victims are left untreated for too long or if sufficient resources are not available to treat a patient, untreated patients can be moved to the palliative care group (where they consume resources for palliative care).

The patients awaiting treatment are described by injury location, severity, and mechanism. MORTT can accommodate a nearly unlimited number of victim types, but we found that 68 injury types were sufficient to represent the trauma that is common after a nuclear detonation. The data underpinning the parameters for each victim type (eg, death rate, probability of survival if treated, time to treat) are described below.

Given various patient priorities entered by the user, MORTT assigns resources and then calculates the total lives saved by the system for any given set of resources available. In this way, the user can test the relative efficacy of triage schemes given a victim stream. In this study, we used MORTT to determine the relative efficacy of prioritizing victims based on injury severity or combined injury status. The MORTT can be used to test any triage scheme, including prioritizing injury location (eg, limb vs abdomen injuries), injury mechanism (eg, blunt vs penetrat-

\[\text{Surviving Victims}_{\text{48h}} = (\text{Untreated Victims}_{\text{48h}} + \sum \text{Treated Victims}) \times \text{Treated Survival Rate} - \sum \text{Dead Victims}\]

MORTT was built as a flexible platform to consider limitations on various personnel and material resources. In this project, we focused only on 2 resource types: the personnel required to perform stabilizing surgeries and the medications needed to provide palliation. We focused on surgeries because outcomes are universally poor if a critical surgery is not performed and if resources needed to stabilize a victim are in short supply. Shortages in other resources will certainly reduce the probability of favorable outcomes, but emergency surgery is absolutely essential for survival. In addition, many nonpersonnel resources could be substituted for others. For example, patients who need whole blood could be given plasma or intravenous fluids instead to partially mitigate a shortage of blood. Other resources, however, are difficult to substitute for surgical teams. Our primary data source has data on surgical resources for all patient codes (PCs), but inconsistently tracked other types of resource needs (especially material resources). We focused on the medications required for palliation because the lack of these medications implies that some victims would not be provided the resources needed to manage pain or nausea, which was considered an undesirable outcome in itself.

We used an extensive set of test data to verify that the model worked as predicted. That is, we tested the model with simple victim pools (at first, only 2 victim types at a time) to ensure that the victim prioritization, treatment, and survival modules were working properly. We then continued to increase the complexity of the input data (eventually getting to more than 50 victim types), ensuring that the outputs were consistent with expectations. Validation of the model would require the occurrence of a large disaster that challenges available resources (eg, earthquake) in a setting in which injury types of treated and deceased victims is accurately tracked alongside the resources available to treat the victims.

**Resources to Treat Trauma Victims**

Data applicable to a civilian medical system in the aftermath of a catastrophic disaster are extremely limited. Studies of the resources required to treat victims in a non–resources-constrained setting are likely to overestimate requirements during a mass casualty response because many victims in the latter scenarios will receive stabilizing, not definitive, care. In contrast, in the military, it is normal practice to use a staged treatment approach with stabilization of traumatic injuries in a forward-deployed medical center (a field hospital) before deployment to a rear-echelon facility for definitive care and convalescence. A rich data set, called the time task treater files (TTTFs) has been developed to predict the resource needs of military victims in each echelon of care.22

The TTTFs contain specific PCs for different combat-related injuries, and each PC lists a set of tasks required to treat that injury. Each task under a certain PC also includes the material required, the time to complete the task, the number of times each needs to be performed, and the number of times each needs to be performed. Given a specific patient type (eg, age, sex, injury type), the TTTF can predict the resource needs for that patient type. We used an extensive set of test data to verify that the model worked as predicted. That is, we tested the model with simple victim pools (at first, only 2 victim types at a time) to ensure that the victim prioritization, treatment, and survival modules were working properly. We then continued to increase the complexity of the input data (eventually getting to more than 50 victim types), ensuring that the outputs were consistent with expectations. Validation of the model would require the occurrence of a large disaster that challenges available resources (eg, earthquake) in a setting in which injury types of treated and deceased victims is accurately tracked alongside the resources available to treat the victims.
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TABLE 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parallels Between Military and Civilian Medicine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Military Level</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 1: battalion aid station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2: field hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3: rear-echelon hospital</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TTTF Statistics on Detailed Injury Severity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Injury Severity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-life threatening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mild, moderate, and severe indicate severity of life-threatening injury. All times are relative to the time to treat the average victim with a mild life-threatening injury. PCs = patient codes; SD = standard deviation; TTTF = time task treater file.

per day the task is typically applied, and the percentage of patients who require that task. From these data, the total amount of treatment time for various types of personnel can be calculated for each patient depending on the type of injury he or she received.

The TTTFs detail 435 possible injuries encountered during wartime and span the categories of wounded in action, nonbattle injuries, radiation, nerve agents, diseases, stress, drug abuse, and sensory failure. We narrowed down the total list to 177 PCs consisting of primarily wounded in action codes and a few others that were applicable (eg, PC311, Eye Wound Lacerated) to the injuries likely to be encountered in the aftermath of an IND (see eTable in Supplemental Information at www.dmphp.org). MORTT assigns each of the PCs to 1 of the 68 injury types. The approach to estimating the resources for tourniquet use instead to stabilize victims with vascular injuries to the extremities of mortality in normal resource settings, the surgical procedures used to treat these injuries are relatively lengthy and consume considerable personnel resources in the TTTFs during level 2 care. To recapitulate medical care for limb injuries in the aftermath of a nuclear incident, we considered that tourniquets would be used instead to stabilize victims with vascular injuries to the extremities. The approach to estimating the resources for tourniquet use is described in the online-only supplemental information.

Although, in general, injuries to the extremities show low rates of mortality in normal resource settings, the surgical procedures used to treat these injuries are relatively lengthy and consume considerable personnel resources in the TTTFs during level 2 care. To recapitulate medical care for limb injuries in the aftermath of a nuclear incident, we considered that tourniquets would be used instead to stabilize victims with vascular injuries to the extremities. The approach to estimating the resources for tourniquet use is described in the online-only supplemental information.

Examining the TTTFs and Treatment Time

Relative time to treat injuries based on severity category is outlined in Table 3. These data have several limitations, as outlined in Table 1. Most notably, the model includes only surgical time and not time for preparing between patients or time for surgeons to wash, reglove, eat, or sleep. For this reason, we feel that the baseline estimates for resource utilization are optimistic, as discussed further below.

Rate of Death and Probability of Survival if Treated

The literature is extremely sparse regarding the time to death for patients awaiting lifesaving care. A body of literature exists on the time to death of patients in a hospital after admission, but these sources are not relevant to the time to death of untreated patients. We tried to develop untreated death rates for various injury types based on predicted blood loss, given that a decrease in blood volume of 60% is widely accepted to be incompatible with life. Although we found relationships for the rate of blood loss to various injury types, upon evaluation of our findings, we discovered that our time-to-death values were...
unrealistically short because this approach did not account for physiological mechanisms used by the human body during hemorrhage to decrease blood flow through damaged vasculature or for the ability of lacerations to clot and heal after injury.

Instead, we used the TTTFs to predict the probability of death if treated and the rate of death if untreated for various injury types. Specifically, there is a specific task entitled MORGUE CARE in the TTTFs. Morge care tasks were assigned to a percentage of patients in each echelon of care, denoting that death occurred either before arrival at a field hospital, during surgery, or during convalescence. To obtain the probability of death if treated, we totaled the probabilities of death across all of the echelons of care for each injury type. To calculate the rate of death while not treated, data on the delay from injury to hospitalization were gathered for a number of recent conflicts, including the Vietnam War, the Gulf War, the Bosnian War, and Operation Iraqi Freedom. From these data, we concluded that the deaths recorded before victims’ arrival at a field hospital were experienced in the first 70 minutes after injury. Each of these injuries and their probability of death during that time were aligned with a similar type of injury produced by the IND. Given that statistic, we can calculate a rate of death, which is applied to the surviving, untreated victim pool. In the military, during transport to a field hospital, the victim receives care from a corpsman or medic and cannot strictly be considered untreated; therefore, estimated death rates based on deaths before arrival at a field hospital are probably too low. For this reason, we performed sensitivity analyses to determine the effect of altered death rates on outcomes.

In the model, patients waiting for treatment die at the death rate for their injury type. Once treated, a probability of death for each victim is applied based on the sum of probabilities of death for level 2 (field hospital) and level 3 (rear-echelon hospital) care in the TTTFs. Thus, the outcomes depend on an intact evacuation and secondary hospital infrastructure, which is unlikely in the aftermath of a nuclear detonation. Total death rates and probability of death if treated are shown in Table 4. Probabilities of death for various injury severities as derived from the TTTFs closely mirrored death rates associated with various injury severities in civilian hospitals (Table 5).

Casualty Streams Generation
To estimate trauma types and numbers of victims, we used models from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories (LLNL) and Science Applications International Corp (SAIC). These models predict the heat flux, radiation dose (from prompt effects and fallout), and overpressure experienced by various segments of a city after a nuclear detonation. Although burns could be caused by the heat flux, urban structures shield victims from the heat of the blast, such that almost no burn casualties result from the flash apart from those on people killed by other effects of the blast. For the purpose of this model, we used the example of a 10-kiloton (kT) ground burst in a major American city. Overpressure outputs from these models generated casualties in two ways: victims could be injured by flying glass from shattered windows and by building damage from the blast wave. Although many people are predicted to be exposed to flying glass from ruptured windows, these injuries are rarely life threatening because the glass tends not to pierce the body wall. Because these injuries are not life threatening, early treatment does not figure into lives saved in our model and is excluded. We also excluded trauma resulting from car crashes caused by the blast because of the great uncertainty of the number and severity of injury of these victims. Thus, the primary driver of trauma in the LLNL and SAIC models is the structural failure of buildings, which are much more sensitive to overpressure than are body structures. As predicted by Glasstone and Dolan, building failure was forecast as a function of overpressure.

Although the exact casualty predictions resulting from the detonation of an IND in a major US city are not appropriate to publish in a public journal, some approximate figures can provide context. These models predict that tens of thousands of victims will receive life-threatening injuries, which, if the medical system were completely intact and not overwhelmed, would have a good chance of survival. About twice as many people are predicted to experience moderate trauma than those who undergo severe trauma. In addition, many tens of thousands will experience trauma so severe that they never reach a hospital. Many more people will receive relatively minor injuries that normally would be treated in a hospital, but because of the unprecedented surge of victims, their care is likely to be limited to basic first aid in the days after the disaster.

### TABLE 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Untreated Death Rate/70-Min Interval ± SD, %</th>
<th>Treated Probability of Death ± SD, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>&lt;1 ± 0.3</td>
<td>&lt;1 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>4 ± 0.2</td>
<td>7 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>20 ± 9</td>
<td>60 ± 20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The death rate is suffered for every 70-min interval before treatment, so all of the untreated casualties will die if untreated. SD=standard deviation.

### TABLE 5

| AIS=Abbreviated Injury Scale; ISS=Injury Severity Scale; TTTF=time task treater file. |
|---------------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|
| ISS                             | Mild | Moderate | Severe |
| Blunt, %                       | 0.1  | 8        | 57     |
| Penetrating, %                 | 0.1  | 6        | 65     |
| AIS, %                         | 0.5  | 8.5      | 59.5   |
| TTTF, %                        | 0.2  | 7        | 60     |
Using Data From Earthquakes to Populate the Victim Pool

Given that the majority of life-threatening trauma produced by an IND is likely to arise from people caught in or near buildings that are destroyed or heavily damaged by the blast wave, we searched for sources of data that detailed the types of injury from this cause. At first, we considered the data on explosions that collapse buildings; however, many victims of explosions are hurt by the overpressure wave itself, causing damage to the lungs and soft tissues of the abdomen. Because victims who have a chance of surviving a nuclear detonation are unlikely to undergo this type of direct blast damage, we instead focused on studies of trauma caused by buildings damaged in earthquakes. From this literature (references in Table 6), we collected data on trauma resulting from crumbling buildings based on building type, body location of the injury, injury severity, and injury mechanism (ie, penetrating, crush, blunt injuries).

We condensed all of the building types data into categories of either heavy (eg, reinforced concrete structures, high-rise multifamily dwellings) or light (eg, single-family homes, other wood-frame structures) structures. Percentage of people injured, severity of the injury, and number of promptly dead from the two building types are presented in Table 6. Using data provided by SAIC that indicated how many people were in heavily damaged buildings after an IND and whether these buildings were heavy or light, we determined the total number of trauma victims and the severity of their injuries. People considered promptly dead were excluded. We note that urban centers have many more skyscrapers than the locations from which the earthquake data was derived; therefore, MORTT possibly overestimates the survivorship of victims in high-rise buildings.

In a parallel effort, we determined the overall severity, body location, and mechanism of all of the injuries resulting from damaged buildings (data not shown). These data were entered into a final injury distribution model, which takes the number of people in heavy- and light-structured buildings that have been heavily damaged and distributes the injuries of the victims accordingly. If an injury category/severity combination resulted in <5% of the total population, then that combination was removed to reduce the computational complexity of the model.

Available Resources Estimation

Personnel Resources

The number of surgical teams dictates the number of independent “agents” in the model, each of whom chooses a patient from the highest-priority group, treats the patient, and is released when finished. A typical surgical trauma team has 2 surgeons, 3 nurses, 2 physicians, and 1 anesthesiologist.50-56 A full discussion of how we determined which type of personnel was most limiting to set the baseline number of surgical teams is found in the online-only supplemental information. In the aftermath of a large disaster, it may be questionable whether all of these personnel would be used to treat each victim. However, the data on time-to-treat exists only for trauma teams as they exist today, and paring down the personnel would probably increase the time needed to treat any injury and therefore have limited effect on the model. Also, there are so many uncertainties about the availability of medical personnel in the aftermath of a nuclear incident that the composition of the team is a relatively minor concern. Furthermore, it was unclear how much down-time these teams would be afforded between victims, which can significantly reduce the resources considered available by the model. Because of the uncertainty in this parameter, we used MORTT to test how the availability of fewer and more surgical teams affected the results. The sensitivity analysis also accounts for variability in the composition of the trauma teams (if the same treatments could be completed as quickly by a smaller team than the teams used normally, then the smaller ratios of victims to treatment teams is closer to the truth). Even if our assumptions are significantly inaccurate, the conclusions of the present article hold, and as resources become more constrained, the importance of the suggested triage order increases.

Resources for Palliation

As described above, if a patient dies untreated, then they are considered to have been shifted to palliative care. Although no additional deaths occur if resources for palliation are lacking, suffering without palliation is a poor outcome. Therefore, we estimated the extent of resources in the Washington, DC, metropolitan area potentially available for palliative care, as described in Table 7 and the online-only supplemental material.
RESULTS

Lives Saved by Triage

We used MORTT to explore the following hypothesis: In the aftermath of an IND, triage strategies that prioritize less severely injured victims over more severely injured victims will save more lives. We based this hypothesis on expectations that resource and time limitations will be widespread and severe, and the finding that more severely injured victims would require greater time and resource allocations per life saved than less severely injured victims (Table 3). To test the hypothesis, we loaded MORTT with the victim populations and data on available surgical teams, as described above. We ran the model to represent the first 48 hours of the response postdetonation. A major limitation (Table 1) was that we assumed that all of the victims who were treated could be transported elsewhere for definitive care, which is highly uncertain in the aftermath of a nuclear detonation.

We understand that there is great uncertainty regarding how many patients and how many surgical teams will present to the hospital system; thus we reran the model several times using varying ratios of victims to surgical teams compared with baseline (Figure 1). We present the results as the relative number of lives saved compared with a conventional triage system, in which severely injured victims are prioritized. For reference, we also present the results of a system in which the only form of triage is to delay victims with nonfatal injuries until all life-threatening injuries are treated. There is little run-to-run variability in MORTT simply because the large numbers of surgical teams and victims result in minimal run-to-run variability (standard deviation for these results is approximately 1%).

Multiple findings are notable. First, when the victim loading is low (ie, less than or equal to the baseline number of surgical teams and patients, called “1x” in Figure 1), a triage system that prioritizes moderately injured victims followed by severely injured victims followed by mildly injured victims (mod-sev-mild) saves 10% more lives than alternative approaches. Second, as the victim loading increases relative to the resources available (up to 10-fold more patients or 10-fold fewer surgical teams as the baseline, called “10x” in Figure 1), mod-sev-mild saves more than 3-fold more victims than a sev-mod-mild system. In contrast, a system that prioritizes mildly injured victims (who have a long time to death) results in comparatively fewer lives saved as victim loading increases. The relatively good performance of “no triage” results from the preponderance of moderately injured victims in the overall victim pool (more than two-thirds of victims with life-threatening injuries are “moderate”), such that a strategy with no triage will commonly select moderately injured victims. As discussed above and outlined by DiCarlo and colleagues,6 higher levels of victim loading may better reflect the performance of the medical system aftermath of a nuclear detonation.

The data available to estimate both casualty streams and the performance of the medical system in the aftermath of an IND are fraught with uncertainty (Table 1). To address this uncertainty, we performed an uncertainty analysis to determine the effects from changing the underlying data on outcomes. The initial analysis assumes that all of the victims arrive at the hospital and enter a victim queue 70 minutes after the incident (based on figures from the transport of military victims). Difficulties in the transportation of victims within a targeted city and the recommendation to shelter in place may, however, significantly delay the presentation of victims to the hospital. The change in “start time” for MORTT affects the composition of the victim pool in that later start times have proportionally fewer severely injured victims in the victim pool simply because these victims die more quickly than moderately or mildly injured victims. At 10x victim loading, the relative benefit of mod-sev-
FIGURE 3

Lives saved by systems in which practitioners can identify irradiated victims and triage them after those with the same severity of trauma but who are not irradiated
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Lives saved are shown relative to a system in which radiation exposure is not considered in triage. Victims triaged later due to irradiation are treated immediately after non-irradiated victims with the same type of trauma.

mild over severity is inversely proportional to model start time, but varies only slightly over the range of 30 to 240 minutes (Figure 2).

Although the rates of death from TTTFs replicate the frequency of death observed in civilian hospitals (Table 5), we tested the effects of higher death rates. Higher death rates could occur if postsurgical care is compromised, surgical resources are more limited than predicted, or the nuclear detonation occurred during inclement weather, when a lack of adequate shelter could compromise the ability of patients to survive. Therefore, we increased the rate of death by 5%, 10%, or 20%, or doubled the death rate for each category. In every case, the mod-sev-mild triage strategy saved the most lives (data not shown). For example, if the death rate is doubled for each category, then a triage system that prioritizes the moderately injured saves 40% more lives with 1:1 victim loading than a conventional triage system, compared with 10% if the death rate is not doubled.

The TTTFs may not be applicable (in terms of time-to-treat and mortality) to the very young and the very old because the data are based on military age populations. To compensate, we researched the probability of death from trauma for pediatric and geriatric patients and data on time to treat and included these populations in our model. Across all of the age populations, the benefit of prioritizing or deprioritizing these groups was insignificant because they represented a small percentage of the victims with any type of injury (data not shown) in a nuclear detonation incident. Given the ethical issues associated with such a decision, we cannot suggest that any preference be given to a victim based on age.

Combined Injury

In the aftermath of a nuclear detonation, many victims with traumatic injury will also have been exposed to significant levels of radiation, either from prompt radiation or fallout. During the hours and days postdetonation, it may not be possible to distinguish which victims received significant radiation doses; however, new biodosimetry tools may make this distinction possible in real time. Thus, we explored whether approaches to combined injury could be modeled with MORTT.

As described above, we received data from LLNL and SAIC on the effects of an IND blast in a major city that included the radiation dose caused by prompt effects of the blast and from fallout. SAIC provided us with radiation dose data (modified for shielding and dose protraction for fallout) and overpressure experienced by a city’s population to allow for calculating the number of combined injuries that would result from a nuclear detonation. The approach to determining the additional mortality associated with combined injury (compared with simple trauma) is described in the online-only supplemental material.

We used MORTT to determine whether triage of victims with combined injury after those with the same type of trauma but no radiation saves lives. We found that delaying the care of victims with trauma and >0.7 Gy of irradiation increases the number of lives saved by 1.4-fold compared to a system in which irradiated victims are treated exactly like nonexposed individuals (Figure 3). Moreover, the importance of radiation triage increases as victim loading increases. This type of radiation-based triage may be possible because those who received ≥0.7 Gy may be experiencing prodromal symptoms such as nausea or vomiting. Alternatively, using a threshold of 3 Gy further increases lives saved compared with 0.7 Gy, reflecting the fact that doses between 0.7 and 3 Gy have less effect on overall survival, even when combined with trauma. Distinguishing those who received 3 Gy in a mass casualty setting will be difficult, supporting the need for new technologies to enable this type of careful discrimination.

We confirmed that delaying victims with combined injury saves lives across a range of ratios of victims to surgical teams (data not shown). In choosing the radiation dose threshold for deprioritization, we used the >2 Gy recommended in DiCarlo et al. and Coleman et al. This is approximately 0.6 LD50 (see eFigure in Supplemental Information at www.dmphp.org), which has a 30% to 50% decrement in survival when combined with non–life-threatening trauma and is also the threshold for use of antineutropenics for radiation alone. Recognizing the uncertainties in these data, using 2 Gy as a cutoff for both radiation-alone treatment and for deprioritization with combined injury will make treatment less complex for responders. Furthermore, sensitivity analysis shows that even if the survival decrement from combined injury is less significant than we predict (which may be the case if open wounds are closed by medical intervention), then the benefit of the delay of those with combined injury after those with simple trauma of the same type
still saves more lives, although fewer additional lives are saved as the difference in survival decreases.

Subsequent Health Needs

By selecting which injury types to prioritize, a triage system approach will result in different surviving populations with specific needs for subsequent care. If subsequent care is unavailable, then any benefit from hospital-based interventions will be compromised. Thus, an optimal triage system would incorporate the subsequent care needs of victims as a secondary metric and the ability to provide this care; however, the availability of resources during a nationwide evacuation is extremely difficult to predict. Thus, the current modeling does not incorporate subsequent care needs into triage. Instead, the model was used to assess the impact of various triage orders on the need for subsequent care. The method for calculating the resources available for subsequent health needs (including floor beds and personnel, intensive care unit (ICU) beds, and personnel and capacity in nursing facilities and rehabilitation centers) is provided in the online-only supplemental material.

To determine the need for medical personnel to support recovery needs we turned to the TTTFs. We considered convalescent care to occur after all surgery in level 3 care, which is described earlier in the article. For each PC, we determined the average amount of time per day required in the ICU and the hospital floor, and averaged the total for each PC to determine the health care practitioner time required for each injury type and severity (as shown in the online-only supplemental material). This total reflects the care needed from the time that a patient enters the ward to the time that the patient is transferred from the ward or discharged.

Using these data, we calculated the demands on ICU and hospital floor resources for the surviving victims. We then applied these relations to the victims who survived treatment based on outputs from MORTT. The model predicts that a mod-sev-mild triage scheme results in less demand for ICU beds than a sev-mod-mild scheme (15,000 vs 17,000 on the first day), even though the former scheme saves more lives overall. Given that only 9000 ICU beds are available without emergency measures taken, the demand for ICU beds will challenge the national capacity. Thus, any strategy to reduce ICU needs while saving lives is desirable. The reduced ICU needs from Mod-Sev-Mild triage is primarily due to fewer survivors with thoracic and abdominal trauma and more survivors with serious injuries to their limbs. As expected, the demand on ICU personnel is also less for Mod-Sev-Mild, and does not differ across a range of victim loading (Figure 4).

In contrast, because some moderately injured victims can convalesce outside the ICU, the demands for care on medical/surgical units are initially greater for the mod-sev-mild strategy compared with sev-mod-mild strategy (Figure 4). However, as victims are transferred from the ICU, the demands on medical/surgical floors increase and last longer for triage schemes that prioritize severely injured victims. In either case, these demands on the hospital floor are significantly fewer than the resources available nationwide, suggesting that with effective triage and transport, essentially all of the victims who require non-ICU hospitalization could receive care in an appropriate setting. If, however, non–critical care beds are converted into ICU beds to address a shortage in critical care capacity, a shortage in floor beds may also be experienced. It should be noted that because MORTT focuses on medical needs in the immediate aftermath of the incident and on resources for care of traumatic injury, we did not consider the demand on ICU and floor beds that victims of acute radiation sickness will create in the days and weeks after the incident. If this additional demand were considered, then ICU resources would be even more scarce and floor space would become critical, reaffirming that the impact of triage schemes extends to resources beyond the first few days.

FIGURE 4

Demands on personnel in the intensive care unit (left) or in medical/surgical units (right) after a nuclear detonation based on triage scheme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>ICU: Health Practitioner Hours</th>
<th>Hospital: Health Practitioner Hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7000</td>
<td>20000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>18000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>16000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>14000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>12000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>10000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>8000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Some patients discharged from the hospital may require additional care in nursing facilities or outpatient rehabilitation centers. We did not include psychiatric hospitals because they receive ≤3% of patients from any injury type, including head injuries.58 We predict that demand on nursing facilities will not be a critical issue because even optimistic assumptions for resource availability result in the demand for fewer than 1000 nursing facility beds for any triage scheme after people with life-threatening injuries convalesce, which is dwarfed by the national capacity. However, the model excludes those without life-threatening injuries, who may require care in a nursing facility.

Outpatient rehabilitation is also variable by injury type, but many more patients will require outpatient rehabilitation than residence in a nursing facility. Almost one-third of all severely injured patients and some with moderate injuries will require rehabilitation,58-60 and the number of days spent in rehabilitation can range from 20 to 47 days.61,62 When considering the need for rehabilitation, we find that only 2000 victims are likely to need rehabilitation services to recover from life-threatening injuries, which is far below the available resources nationwide. The model excludes those who have received injuries to the eyes without additional life-threatening trauma. These patients are likely to need significant rehabilitation resources. Nevertheless, triage schemes that prioritize severely injured victims result in a 10% greater demand for rehabilitation services compared with schemes that prioritize moderately injured people.

Traumatically injured patients return to the hospital more often in the 10 years after their injury than their uninjured counterparts, based on the 21 000 patients enrolled in the Manitoba Injury Outcome Study.59 We used these data to estimate the additional long-term hospitalization needs of moderately and severely injured patients. We find that the mod-sev-mild strategy results in a long-term care demand resulting from rehospitalization about 30% greater than the Sev-Mod-Mild scheme (30 000 vs 20 000 extra days). This finding presumably resulted from two facts: first, that the mod-sev-mild scheme saves more lives, and second, that rehospitalization rates are greatest for people with significant limb injuries, which are a common injury type in the moderate injury group.

CONCLUSIONS

Using MORTT we determined that a mod-sev-mild triage strategy saves more lives than treating severely injured victims first. This guidance holds for various assumptions of resource demand and scarcity, transport time to hospitals, and death rates. Therefore, our conclusions hold in the face of the significant uncertainty faced when modeling nuclear incidents and the medical system. These results differ significantly from conventional triage schemes, in which the salvageable victim most likely to die next is prioritized, but these results are logical in the aftermath of a nuclear detonation for multiple reasons. First, severely injured people have a lower probability of survival even if treated. Second, severely injured people require more resources. Finally, medical resources may be unavailable to stabilize moderately injured victims while severely injured people are treated, and therefore people with moderate injuries will progress to a more severe category.

Also using MORTT, we determined that identifying trauma victims who received a significant dose of radiation could save additional lives by prioritizing the care of those with trauma alone, who are more likely to benefit from treatment, before those with significant combined injury. Tools that can identify and accurately diagnose people who have received significant radiation doses (eg, at least into major dose groups of >2 Gy prompt dose equivalent) will enable a more robust triage system and save more lives than a system that simply delays the treatment of anyone with possible combined injury.

We designed MORTT as a flexible framework for testing various hypotheses related to the allocation of limiting medical resources. MORTT is not intended to be used by the medical community in the aftermath of a disaster, but instead to be used as a tool to explore the effect of various prioritization decisions prevent to support planning in a scarce resources setting. In this study, we applied MORTT to predicted patient streams resulting from a nuclear detonation and tested various patient prioritization schemes based solely on a resource that we considered to be most critically limiting—the availability of surgical teams.

The MORTT platform enables users to determine how limiting resources would affect patient outcome by tracking the use and limiting the availability of any material or personnel resource in the model. The MORTT platform is broadly applicable to other disaster scenarios as long as the user can accurately predict the types and severities of injuries. To provide accurate predictions, data must be available for resource availability, injury-specific resource requirements, and the consequence of resource unavailability. Also, the ability of other resources to substitute for the desired resource and the consequence of providing partial treatments to patients should be considered. That is, for trauma patients that require surgery, the consequence of no surgical care is relatively easy to predict. Less clear are the consequences of an inadequate supply of blood products or substitution of crystalloid for plasma.

Clearly, more research is needed to better refine estimates of casualties, resource requirements, and availability of personnel and materiel (Table 1). MORTT could be greatly improved by the collection of primary data on the time to treat various types of patients in emergency situations in US nonmilitary hospitals (like multiple-vehicle crashes). A careful study of the delay between surgery and survivability of various types of trauma (from rural car crashes) or from other disasters would help inform the relations used to predict the consequence of delayed care. Moreover, more data on combined injury is needed, specifically related to the additional mortality experienced from combined injuries if the wounds are treated in the hours after they are inflicted compared with untreated combined trauma cases and compared with those with simple irradiation. Finally, MORTT represents an initial ef-
fort to model a vastly complex event. We seek input from the emergency response and radiation/nuclear communities to improve its predictive value, both through better data to support the models and better study design to address the most important questions.
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